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Why do I haveta write this column? I hate 
writing, it always makes my hands cramp . . .

and all this paper is just killing trees and destroy-
ing the environment. I hate that. It’s like the other day
I bought a hamburger and they put mustard on it and

I wanted ketchup. Why do they do that? 
So I asked her for ketchup and they made me pay for

it. Why do I have to pay for ketchup? I don’t wanna
pay for it, it should be included in the cost. Mustard
always gives me the runs, so I went into the KFC and
they have a bathroom there and a security guard.

Are KFCs that rowdy? Too many Bread-Meal Deals and
they get violent? Violence just makes me violent, yuck. 

So I go in the bathroom, and it’s not a western bathroom,
it’s Czech. Why does it seem that all the toilet seats in

Prague were stolen from a trailer park in Little Hope, Arkansas? And how come
the toilet paper is the same color and consistency of masticated newsprint? 
I hate that. So there I am in the bathroom stall and for the one hundredth time
since I got here, somebody opens the stall door. Don’t they know it’s closed?
Don’t they know how to knock? They never knock, I hate that. So I finished and
as I left I got thirsty and decided to stop at Krone’s to buy a soda. I started to
go in and a UN looking security guard stopped me and ordered me to take a 
basket, only there weren’t any baskets to take and I only wanted one soda and
they kept telling me paragraphs in Czech and they know I only speak american,
why do they do that? Why must I take a basket? I don’t even like baskets, and
I really hate old ladies with baskets, so I left and went to a NonStop-SecondHand-
SexShop Cafe `coz it had a Coke sign outside and I ordered an ice tea, only there
wasn’t any ice in it. Why do they call it iced tea? So I asked the lady for some
ice for my non-iced tea and she took my non-iced tea away for ten minutes and
returned and I guess it was iced tea now `coz it had an ice cube in it. That’s
right, one ice cube. Why are the Czechs so adverse to ice? I really hate that.

BIG
Brother

is watching

YOU.
SO GIVE HIM A COPY OF THINK TO READ!

Whiny American Dude

Ole man, it’s about  a
tray of haircuts on the backbeat  when I nixes my pad, drops
my twister in the keep, and collars a light  broom down the 
cruncher to the lush pad on the three pointer. I’m stifling the

stroll on the flag spot  when up pops a fine banana with
a cluck stud hanging on her crook. I digs the play and
rolls it  over in my conk that  this is a wild banter that’s

trying to flop but  can’t  fly.*
What he’s sayin’ is 

„
My friend, about

three weeks ago I left home, gave my key to the
housekeeper, and walked down the avenue to the tavern on

the corner. I’m standing there where the bus stops, loafing, when
a pretty yellow girl comes along with a very dark individual
holding her arm. I look them over quickly and decide that

she is a gay young woman who is out for fun in
the nightlife whirl for the first time.“

Illustrations by Mucci

humanafesto
From the charred remains and chicken bones of the

anarchist impulses of the U$$A comes THINK, the only
publication in the former Soviet Bloc made with
California Love. Yes, yes, yes, yes. No need to persuade
the flocks of sophisticated visitory of this lovely and 
brutal city that many of our buttons are being pushed in
LA. We are a living example of another’s past. 
Our seemingly crass and insensitive savagery lies at the
heart of our subversion. Underneath the veil, an 
unutterable cry for free thinking moves through our rest-
less souls, so pass the duchie. Our goal, to chip at the
walls, so that the obscene symbiosis of opposites will
break. Those between procreation and genocide, the
erotic play of the sea, and the booming death industries
on it’s shores,those who walk around dead and those
who are born again.
As beautiful as a castle can be, it is still a relic of tyranny.

Storm it, within yourself, share your awareness.
In preparing THINK we recognize the emancipation of

the consciousness, still the primary task. Without it we
are blind, self-defeating, an em barrassm ent as we’ve
been called in the various foreign press. Share with us
our christening of THINK, literally. Change is good, 
narrow-mindedness is stoopid. Try and be prepared as
this passage from Proust’s novel ‘The Walk By Swann’s
Way’, illustrates so deliciously for the magical transfor-
mation. Here, Swann discovers a Portishead tape he lost
over a year ago after listening to it just one, single time,
and presses play . . . “This time he had distinguished, quite clear-
ly, a phrase which emerged for a few moments from the waves of
sound. It had at once held out to him an invitation to partake of intimate
pleasures, of whose existence, before hearing it, he had never 
dreamed, into which he felt that nothing but this phrase could initiate
him, and he had been filled with love for it, as with a strange new
desire”.
Media is a virus. Catch it.  -KK

Do you know this guy?
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Ellen Eldridge, an artist in the true
sense of the word, was born in
Czechoslovakia in a day when
none of us could be here, expect
maybe Lee Harvey Oswald. But that
was the past and the world has
changed drastically since then, as
has the visions and experiences of
this visionary. Beginning at the age
of 16, in underground shows and
galleries, she was inspired, but
wasn’t able to follow her passions
through formal avenues of discovery. You see, 40 years earl
her father had studied in England, and she needed special p
mission for advanced studies. Simple enough, but her rebellio
young mind asked the wrong questions, like ‘Why were t
Americans stopped in Pilzen in 1945?’. So off she went inste
to a textile arts school, but a chance to leave the country to

her to Germany, where she was again deprived of educational opportunities, & employme
as well, even as an intern. After 2 years in Germany, and what she calls ‘The Change’, s
returned to Prague, wanting to do things. Big things. What she found though was the cont
uance of an age-old apathy, “Under the Communist, the Czech people were sitting in ba
saying ‘Oh, we can’t do anything, we can’t do what we want, we have to drink’. When t
wall came down, after The Revolution, I came back and they are still sitting in the pubs ta
ing, ‘We can’t do anything, we are too poor’. It’s all just a million excuses.”
Supporting herself designing t-shirts, she learned the art of business witho  

becoming cynical about it. Surprising, because the imagery inherent in her work is an ho
est portrayal of an unhappy, cynical world. “Do you see the world being happy? Then w
should we just paint pictures of flowers and landscapes?” This comes from the belief th
good artwork comes out of difficult times. Good artists are those sensitive souls that say o

loud things that people are generally afraid to say or se
Her recent works, (currently on display at the Marquis 
Sade), are born from her experiences in the Balka
especially Macedonia and Albania. Depicting the po
but noble spirit of these war-afflicted regions, she pai
ed a very moving piece, “The Survivor”, painted af
gaining perspective from a hard to come by copy of N
Cave’s “And the ass saw the angel”. Another piece, “T
Shock Shop”, is inspired by “One flew over the cooco
nest” and an alcoholic friend’s experiences with t
German mental health care system.
Her latest works are exploring the structures of me

(she’s vegetarian) and imagery from the age of Fran
bacon, especially the biblically proscribed punishment 
being skinned alive. She is seeking to show the beauty 
meat, and the differences between skin and meat throu
the medium of her paints. Given the rich, luscious, y
slightly unsettling feeling of her paintings, this new bo
of works promises to be an enlightening experience for 
those who haven’t forgotten the importance of either, a
want to feel once more
with all their senses.

There are two themes to P.R. Filip’s
work that merge together as gracefully
as OJ Simpson and the bloody glove.
One is the body, the other the machine.
Combining the body with industrial
imagery of electronic transformers and
the like, the transposition puts the view-
er in the position of security camera
operator, reflecting upon humanities
current state of surrender to the machin-
ery of our miscontent or malcontent.
“I superimposed the body over the

machinery to show the effects of the
industrial upon the body, the present
state of our life in this post-modern

industrial society we all find ourselves trapped in.” 
A second theme in his works continues in that vein, drawing upon the familiarity of the

television screen, showing us a reflection of the fragmented random images that program
us with their incongruity, in a horizontal format reminiscent of primitive landscapes.
“It’s like you’re sitting down, watching TV, clicking the channels and noticing what you

get; realizing that you’re being fed all these different images in dispassionate order.
That’s what I’m after in my work.” says Mr. Filip. 
Born in Prague, he studied and grew up in Canada, where

he also has had exhibitions, but mostly in a university setting.
His recent showing at Radost is his first professional show
and has been an acclaimed critical success. Most of the
source of his creativity comes during the sketching stage,
where the ideas form, and then applying these images to
canvas, he focuses strictly on the technical aspect. First he
lays down the stripping effect, to suggest a video monitor,
then in a free form manner, builds up the textures that give
life to the bodies that float freely, almost surely unaware 
that they are witnessed by others. In this age of increasing
population growth and global control, these images form a
haunting look of things that are coming.

Two
Artists

Prague has a lot going on in the way of creativi-
ty, and in this colum we hope to show some of
the stories behind the works. If you know of any-
one you’d like to hear about, let us know.



With the somewhat bogus feeling a fogy like
me gets when witnessing a third generation
punk (I’m second gen) get excited about the
hyper-cynical Sex Pistols reunion, it would
have been little surprise if I had shrugged the
idea of Czech style Hip-Hop off, and smugly 
slipped my Black Sheep tape into my walk-
man. Diky ne. And I might just have done
that, had I not lucked into an
interview with Chaozz, the first
authentic Czech hard core group
to be signed to a major label.
Rollin’ on the 3 Tram through
the industrial and working class
area of Zizkov, (the Bronx of
Prague), me and Deph, one of
the Chaozz founders, rewound the 8 track
back through the brief history of the city of
the Vltava's flirtations with 'the inner city
blues'. Legend has it that through a chink in
the armour of the senescent Soviet Empire,

some daring young G's scammed a copy of GrandMaster
Flash's 'The Message', yes, black-market style. As a blue
print, the first Czech(loslovakian) rappers, ManÏûlé 
(translated; a married couple), carried on for years, 
releasing the big beat sound in 1991 on Bonton Records.
The love of the music, however, couldn't make up for the
time warp of missing Run DMC, Public Enemy, Boogie
Down Productions and all the other innovators taking
rap from Ellington to Miles. Something would have to fill
the gap.
The next couple of years were a growing-up period for the

would be rappers. Often, attempts to break the scene were one shot deals;
Michael V., a Golem Radio DJ, more metal than rap as time went on, Pirati
(JAR), and blatant commercial efforts (RapMasters) degrading the genre. 
At this point in the interview I sense some tension in Deph's extrapolation. 
I chidingly ask him what he would do if he had an AK-47 and the RapMasters
in the same room. "I'm not a gangster, but I'd like to kick their ass." he says,
flashing his dental work. 
By 1993 Peneri Str˘ãka Homeboye (something like 'Homeless Uncle Homeboy'),

used samples exclusively
for their jams, though
now they've added live
elements. Their lyrics
often were written to fit
the rhyme, but in gener-
al they talked about what
they knew. WWW (We

Wanna Work) continues to play Prague, fusing live jazz and playing with
metaphors oft' misunderstood as the artists still remain ahead of their audi-
ences. 
Behind the scenes at this time a crew by the name of UNIT was mixing the
embryonic ingredients that would give birth to a scene that broke this June.
Bass and Rusty were about to break off, meeting Fugaz and Deph who had just
begun working together, to form Chaozz on December 16th, 1994.
Last September, with another year under their belts, they were approached by
a record shop manager about the Czech rap scene, and in a few short months
found themselves in a deal with Polygram Records. Somewhat suspicious, but
with full control of the product, Chaozz blew up old Panasonics all over the CR
with their first single, 'Television' late last July. I smiled and wobbed my 
standard bob as the intoxicating hardcore beat lapped at my invigorated dome.
The delivery . . . SLAMMmmin', it’s in Czech; you'll just have to listen.
After witnessing most West Coast rappers become an anachronism of the
Gangster Life they once portrayed as a means of getting the masses uptight, 
it was refreshing to hear unpretentious pioneers taking their craft to the next
level. Despite being firmly planted in the underground, most police don't even
know the attack they will be subjected to, and in a positive way club owners can
still promote shows without the requisite threats of violence endemic to stateside
clannishness and posing. Having a wide variety of influences, and giving props
to the music's roots, Chaozz have done the impossible; making viable Hip-Hop
in the Czech Language and on top of it using samples from the country's rich
musical history to keep the entire package proper. You won't hear about ‘bitch-
es 'n' hoe's', or about big money, but you will hear a freestyle jam featuring six-
teen performers from all over the Republic, including sketches in English, Greek,
and say it ain't so, Sudanese, along with a local equivalent of 'Fuck the police'.
So what's the scenario? Copyright laws are laughably lax, and flyers for shows
are poppin' up everywhere. Clubs and performers are both in position to reap
the rewards of a musical maturity. There are strong voices and a deep love of
the music all over Europe, from France, the Turkish ghettos in Germany, and
now the former Eastern Bloc.The rappers can't relate US styles to their lives, so
they are taking the medium for their own purposes. Here in the Czech Republic
we are witness to the banality and fragmentation of emergent capitalism. 
Yo Deph, if this record made you a millionaire, would you buy gold chains an'
shit? "No, I want to stay as I am, with my friends, my people . . . maybe I'd buy
a car. I want to live making music, and if it keeps me from that style of living
of the others, goin' to school, gettin' a job, coming home, eat my dinner, fuck
the wife, go to sleep, work again . . . then more power to it."
Word. -Keith Kirchner

Chaozz on Rap: "Hip-Hop
is about bringin' the people
together, how friends are to
die for and a way for us to
escape our problems." On
the album: "We're just try-
ing to get the message out,
and were surprised
Polygram was interested in
such a small market.
Hopefully more people will
listen to the music." On the
lyrics: "We're speaking as
we speak normal, about
things we know about;
against violence, politicians,
police brutality, mindless TV,
and about partyin', you
know, smokin' raps!"

"I'm not a gangster, but I'd
like to kick their ass." he says,
flashing his dental work. 

How do you say 

in Czech?

A l t e r n a t i v e  M u s i c

jilská 22
floor 1, patro

CD, MC, LP
Specializing in hardcore/punk,
independent labels, acid jazz,
techno, jungle, classic indie
bands

BIG Selection of Dance 
& Hardcore on vinyl
that you’ve been look-
ing for years!

New Indie
releases!

Sebadoh-
Harmacy

Funki Porcini-
Love, car wrecks

New Bomb Turks- 
Scared Straight

10% OFF
with AD



BIG BEN BOOKSHOP

Rybná· 2, Prague 1
tel: 232.8249
fax: 232.5460
Za Kotvou / Centrally located behind Kotva
New Address from 1 November:
Mala Stupartska 5, 110 00 Prague 1

Books, 
Magazines, 

Newspapers, 
Cassettes, 

Videos.

More than 5,000 Titles
Largest Collection of ELT Materials in Prague

Special Order Service at No Extra Charge

BIG BEN
IN THE “SUBWAY” CLUB COMPLEX

Slovansk˘ DÛm
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Planet Hollywood

Nám. Republicky

CLOAKROOM

Slovansk˘ DÛm, Na Pfiíkopé 22

MÛstek

Václavské
námûsti

USED CLOTHING
• HIP HOP
• CLUB CLOTHES
• FUNK
• VINTAGE CLOTHING
• AUTHENTIC SPORTSWEAR

NA P�æKOPù
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Once, a long time ago when my
brother and I still chased the Ice
Cream Man and the summer sunlight
tanned our faces the color of roast-
ed chestnuts, I remember finding an
empty seashell on the beach. I held it
over my ear, shut out the brilliant
July sky and listened to the trapped
echoes. Ghostly sounds of unseen
waves crashed upon an unknown
shore, vast and desolate. My eyes
opened to watch the endless march
of the pacific ocean as it pounded
the land just a few yards from where
I sat, and picking up a handful of
sand, I strained the tiny grains
through my fingers. I thought of 
all the people in 
the world, all the
billions who had
come and gone.
Each one would
have a life of their
very own, a destiny
held tight by the
short leash of Time. 
I wondered what it would be like to be someone else, if only for a day?
Was there a way to erase my past and begin all over again? How does
it all get started in the first place?
Please allow me to introduce myself. My name is X. I have other names
that I am known by in distant parts of the world, but for reasons of my
own I have chosen to recreate my identity, which is something that 
everyone has thought about at one time or another, even you.
Remember your life carefully over the years. Wasn’t there one time in
the past when you wished you could be; a rock star, a princess in a lofty
tower, Batman, the joker, the Lone Ranger, James Bond, Hercules, a
cop (God help you), a porno star, or a thousand year old vampire 
stealing sweet hot blood within the safety of Eternal Night? Even in
dreams the subconscious will reach out and turn you into a strange 
person doing strange things in strange places. Our society idolizes
those gifted human chameleons who can change themselves effortlessly,
who can conceal their real features and slip on an impenetrable mask.
We sit in the dark of movie theaters and wait for DeNiro to emerge on
the screen, completely absorbed by his latest role, and we are amazed.
Yes, you have fantasized about becoming someone else. 
This I guarantee.
But there you are everyday, the same face in the mirror, wearing the
same clothes and known by the same people. Like a magnet passed
beneath soil, you have gathered particles that cling to you and define
your image. You think you have found your niche, that you have 
surrounded yourself with a net of security and control, but this is a 
foolish illusion, because nothing remains constant. Control, my friend,
true steady control, is something that is possible for only a few, brief
moments at best. I should know, I’ve spent a lifetime studying such
things and I can tell you: Love & Hate are merely states of Mind;

thoughts and prejudices travel on their own, and that Good and Evil are
two sides of the same flipping coin. Most people live on the insides of
heads that twist one eye backwards to stare at the ashes of the past and
use the other to blink blindly into possibilities that they hope and fear
lie ahead. Your job is here today but will be gone with the setting of a
future sun. The apartment you live in has been occupied before, and
strangers will call it home long after you have gone. Think about what
you have really done that is truly lasting and you will perceive the truth
of my words.
The one thing about you that will endure is something that, for the most
part, was out of your control. Your record.

On the day you were born the date
was recorded along with a name,
weight, and the identity of at least
one parent. From then on you
were tagged and labeled. Until the
day you die some government or
agency is tracking your progress
through life. You will exist on
social security accounts, credit
reports, voter rolls, police records,
hospital records, school records,
employment records, motor vehicle
records, college transcripts, bank
accounts and insurance policies.
Your pictures are in family
albums, yearbooks, wedding
albums, team photos, identity
cards, passports, mug shots, home

movies wallets of
various friends
and family. Your
name and/or sig-
nature is on
rental applica-
tions, employ-
ment applica-

tions, paychecks,
phone bills, contracts, mass-marketing lists, tax forms, credit card
vouchers, personal checks, and countless other articles of documenta-
tion that have passed through your hands over the years. There is no
way to erase your past, because it came into existence before you had
a voice in the matter. History cannot be changed.
And yet. . .it is possible to remove yourself from the thickened dossier;
to detach from the past and begin all over in an empty folder, with a
new identity and the opportunity to live the greatest performance of
your life. . .as someone else. I pass this on to you because knowledge
is power, and my wish is to see others empower themselves as I have
done. The information you require is both simple and inexpensive, and
very, very available. All you require is a set of motives, and I won’t
waste time speculating on what those might be.
The first item you must get your hands on is a birth certificate, but I’m
not referring to your own. Birth, death and marriage certificates are
public records, as are driver’s license records in case you didn’t know.
That simply means that anyone can gets their hands on a copy as long
as they know some pertinent information, and have the money it costs
to get the Public Recorder’s Office to crank it out for you. Now, 
before I explain the process there are a couple things you’ll want to
keep straight. First, the person whose name you’re going to assume
Must be dead! Second, had they lived, they would have to be approxi-
mately your current age. And third, the name on the certificate must not
contradict your ethnic appearance. If you are 24 years old, blond, fair-
skinned and tall, you can’t pass off a document that names the bearer
as Shinaffi al Akbar or Makoto Hayashi, born in 1953. When you piece
together your new cloak, the fit must be as close as your own shadow,
the better to conceal yourself inside.
There are three good ways to find what you are looking for. You can

Yes, you have fantasized
about becoming someone else.
This I guarantee.

Michaela wears Veronika Schmederer, Jan wears Daj’a



begin by going to the library and searching
through old newspaper obituaries that 
are kept on microfilm. It’s a little time 
consuming and not the most efficient way,
but if you keep at it long enough you’re
bound to come upon a “John/Jane Smith”
who was a few years older or younger than
you when they ‘checked out’. The informa-
tion you are looking for is the date and
place of their birth, because when you
request a copy of their record you must
give them this info so a retrieval and
reproduction of the certificate

can be done. Most municipalities will only carry the
records of births/deaths/marriages that occurred within
their jurisdiction. If you find out the guy was born some-
place else, you’ll either have to go there, or send there for
a copy. You can go straight to the recorders office and use
their computers, where available. Access the death records
file (listed by day/year) and find out who died on, let’s say,
May 3, 1987. The death certificate will have to include the
date and place of birth, so you can find out if copies will
be on record at the office you’re at. But if it’s somewhere
else, no problemo. Call up the Recorder’s office there, give
them the name and place of birth, and they’ll tell you how
much money to send them and how long it will take. I find
that in may cases a credit card will have the thing in the mail the next
day. They make it that easy in the good ol’ US of A.
Or, method number three is a little more personal. You can just go out
to a cemetery and cruise the headstones and markers, looking for a 
suitable name and the inscription “born 1972”, or somewhere around
then. It also helps if the person died while they were an infant, or before
they reached 3 to 4 years of age. Why? because that means that the par-
ents probably didn’t have time to apply for many social documents.
Now, a word of caution here. Getting a copy of someone else’s public
records is NOT illegal. Using someone else’s documents in order to
assume their identity IS! I’m not recommending that everybody should
run out and do it. All I’m saying is that it’s easily done and within the
capability of anyone to do it. Now, with an authentic birth certificate and
some social security papers, you can go and get a. . .driver’s License!
You may want to create a story about why you’re 24 years old and are
just now getting behind the wheel of a car. Maybe you were brought up
by rigid environmentalists who convinced you that cycling was the only
decent way to travel in these pollution conscious times. Maybe your 
brother was killed in a head-on collision when you were 12 years old and
it’s taken you this long to get over your fears of cars and driving. Think
of something plausible in case the clerk asks. And make sure you 

don’t use your own
address, so govern-
ment snoops can’t
trace it down.
When you get these
forms of identity in
your possession, apply
for a couple of back
up IDs, like a library
card under your new
name, or a bank ATM
card. And get used to
your new name. If

you were born
Richard, but your assumed name is Michael, practice looking in the mir-
ror and calling yourself Michael, Mikey and Mike. You must practice.
Remember, if there ever comes a time when a quick getaway becomes
absolutely necessary, the chances are good someone will send the 
bloodhounds on your trail, waiting for you to make the slightest screw
up in your carefully prepared plans. It might be a cop, it might be a

bounty hunter, it might be a private investigator. Whatever his agency,
whoever his employer, he’ll have his eyes and ears underneath every rock
and peeping inside every spider hole, spying on all your known acquain-
tances, using any means at his disposal to find you. He will count on your
not being able to resist visiting your old hangouts and calling on your
friends and relatives. And it is very difficult to leave it all behind, but
unless you have the will power to mentally kill your old self and cut all
the ties that bind you to others, the odds are stacked against you. One
investigator who advertises regularly in the New York Times claims that
he can find anyone, anywhere. A detective told me he once located a 
missing person by using an old employment application. See, the guy in
question listed bowling as one of his hobbies, and to make a long story

short, they finally yanked his hands off the ball and slapped
on the cuffs. But hey, if you’re gonna be wasting your life
in a bowling alley, then you deserve to get caught.
It is my advice to you take a couple days off and visit some
new city where no one knows you. Take a motel room
there, and use your fake ID to check in. And then, seriously
consider whether you have what it takes to begin all over
again. Of course, maybe you don’t have much of a choice.
Maybe there’s several outstanding warrants for your arrest.
Maybe that guy you burned on that deal is coming after
you with two of his friends and a body bag. My suggestion
to you is to act without further delay. If your problems are
that big, the time will come when you will be wishing with
every bone in your body that

you had taken my advice. Believe me, I
know of friends who waited around, hop-
ing their day of reckoning would never
come, and when it did they were the sorriest
people on earth. For them it was too late.
If you’re reading this and able to follow my
procedures, you still have time to escape.
And if you ever find yourself riding the
Outbound Midnight Express, hide deep 
within your cloak, and remember that
when all is said and done, all we really have
is ourselves.
Peace & obscurity.

Wanna see your stuff in print? Send us

your writings, sketches and photos, we

can’t guarantee that we’ll print them 

all but we’ll try! (send copies only)

CALL 9614-4129 fer info!SU
BM

IT
!



We accept poetry, fiction, creative non-fiction and self-contained novel and

book excerpts of any style, setting, subject matter, etc.

New Address! BELEHRADSKA 62, 120 00 Praha 2 tel: 42 2 299-618

Saská uliãka, Mala Strana
110 00 Praha 1

42 2/ 2425 6664
Open 1-7 everyday, except sunday

Bring in your gently worn threads, 
we’ll give you trade credit!

ENGLISH LEARNING CENTERS
P r a h a P í s e k      B r n o

T e l .  P r a h a  9 0 0 0  7 7 1 6

Established in 1993 by Peter D. Mann, managing Director, we
teach students at all levels. Lessons are tailored for practical appli-
cations at the individual level, for small businesses or even large
institutions like banks and hotels. All of the teaching materials are
prepared by the ELC, and we specialize in teaching beginners
with minimum grammar. Peter believes that people want to learn
how to communicate through speech and that the best way to do
that is to actually use the language. He has a BA/MA from a South
African University and has taught all levels of learners through
university level.

ACROSS
1. How big is     _____ moon?
6. I can’t talk right now, I’m in a _____.
8. My brother is an artist, but I can’t _____ a thing.
10. I can’t carry this, it’s     _____ heavy.
11. I’d like     _____ have a swimming pool.
14. I’d like to live to     _____100 years old.
15. I hope it won’t_____ too hot to have lunch in the
garden.
18. It     _____ every day for 25 days last May: I hope
the weather’s better this year.
19. This helps you do a job.
20. There’s one on the right side of your head.
21. I was     _____ home working on the garden when I
heard the news.
22. Opposite of well.
24. This has got four wheels.
26. Sister-in-_____.
27. Opposite of light.
30. Opposite of before.
31. Would you     _____ if I looked at your newspaper?
34. Your fairy     _____ might give you three wishes.
35. A chicken might come out of this.
37. Brother’s son.

38. Come     _____! How Nice to see you!
DOWN
2. Please don’t let the children play here, they might
get_____.
3. Have you _____ your breakfast yet?
4. I _____ a 500Kã note this morning, and now I’ve
only got 20Kãs left, where did it all go?
5. Past tense of sit.
7.Mine, _____, his, hers.
9. I _____ if I could use your car this evening?
12. I _____ fine earlier today, but now I’m sick.
13. Do you cook your eggs in butter or _____?
14. You can’t get on a plane without a _____ pass.
16. You have got one on the left side of your head.
17. I may not win this race, but I’m certainly going to___
23. What’s the _____? Have you hurt yourself?
25. Am, _____, is.
28. I’d like to _____ and shave before we go eat.
29. „How much does it cost?“ „It’s _____.“
31. „Someone phoned.“ „Was it a _____ or a
woman?“
32. Have you _____ your homework?
33. You can sometimes see this in the sky at night.
36. You can kill someone with this.



THE TRUCK YOU WANT IS

FOR SALE!

Yes, it’s true. I’m moving back to the world, and the one thing
I can’t take with me is my truck. And what a truck it is! Four-
wheel drive, rear spare, boomin! sound system and low, low
miles. If you think you’d love it as much as I do, then give me a
call and we’ll talk specifics. Cheryl-Lynn @ 627-1501 x184

surf wear / serfovéobleãení

club wear / klub ovéobleãení

street wear / vycházk ovéobleãení

shoes / boty

eye wear / br˘la

accessories / doplnky

ne
w
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 shop

Jalovcova 2, 110 00 Praha 1, Czech Republic

DJ  BEROSHIMA / GERMANY + LA-DI-DA
ROXYDUST PRESENTS: DIFFERENT WAY
HEY, WHO’S THIS DJ III?:
OO BIDLO FX / STANDA ZIMA (DRUM BASS EXPERIENCE)
KRISTIAM/CHRISTOPHE (ELECTRO CLASSICS) PATRIK
(LIGHT HOUSE PROMOTION) (HOUSE) JIRKA (GOLEM-ZLÍN)
(HOUSE) GAVIN (UK) (HOUSE CLASSIOS) LA-DI-DA (PLANET
ALFA (DETROIT TECHNO) JOSEF (HRADEC KRÁLOVÉ) (HOUSE)
DJ IGOR + DJ OO BIDLO FX
DISCO 2001 
ROXYDUST PRESENTS: DIFFERENT WAY
DJ KOSTAS 
DJ KOSTAS
DISCO 2001
JEFF MILLS (DETROIT)
TONY TRAX FROM MINISTRY OF SOUND
HALLOWEEN PARTY WEEKEND

2.10
3.10
4.10

5.10
9.10
10.10
11.10
12.10
16.10
23.10

25-26.10
31.10

WEN/ST

THR/ÂT 

FRI/PÁ

SAT/SO

WEN/ST

THR/ÂT

FRI/PÁ

SAT/SO

WEN/ST

WEN/ST

FRI-SAT/PÁ-SO

THR/ÂT

R A D O S T  F X
�ÍJEN  - O CTO BER

E V  E  R  Y
Every sunday: beefstew poetry collective 19,00 Radio DJ’s:

FORMÁNEK &KROUÎIL at 21,00
every monday: Film night 19,00 /VILñM & EIFFEL 21,00 

every tuesday: THE ORIGINAL VIBE / ROBERTO & DJ SMACK U
GALLERY DJ’s: Wed.-Sat. acid-Jazz, Trip-Hop & Ambient
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Once upon a time in the land of forgotten origins there came a sound. It was
the sound of bass drums booming like shifting continental plates, of infectious
beats that moved the people long into the night, interspersed with sound
bites from a society in decay.
The music is House, it's origins as diverse as the samples in the

mix. It's known by many monikers; Acid House, Brutal House,
New World Disco, Techno-Industrial Music, Jungle etc., but
regardless of how you try to label it, House always 
defies pin-point categorization.
Unfortunately many people are confused as to

what House music really is, and how it brings the
dance club ethic full circle.
Some people believe that House music has its

roots on the Island of Ibiza off the coast of Spain, 
a popular converging point for summer vacationers.
During the mid-`80s Ibiza's principle attraction was
the night clubs, usually located in old two and three
story Victorian "houses,” with multiple dance floors
intermingling the decade old sounds of the club's
disco albums with newer, fresher tracks from various
cities in Europe. All night hours, non-stop dancing
and a lax enforcement of intoxicant laws brought monstrous crowds of jet-
setters dissatisfied with the stale sounds of European disco.
Unfortunately the resort towns closed up for the winter, and many club goers
were left without an escape. To fill the void, clubs like Ziggy's, The Future and
The Spectrum began popping up all over London. Clever recreations of Ibiza
style clubs, they emerged first in old warehouses and eventually moved into the
poshest nightclubs in town. 
The club scene there has had its share of ups and downs, the most evident

being media hype charging that the "acid" element became the whole reason
for going, that the clubs were really just excuses for idle youth to drop LSD
and exstacy while staring at strobes and lazer lights. These charges were 
further compounded by the infiltration of low level organized crime, mostly
skinheads like the Inter-City Front that intimidated club goers and staff, often
strong-arming the profits or striking out against rival gang members.
Perhaps the Brits created this version of the origin of House music to justify

the fact that Northern Soul fans have responded to it more fervently than club
goers in the states. Their claim to its creation is often discredited by the 
sheer volume of early American House music imported into Europe and the
early mega-success releases of bands like KRUSH "House Arrest (The Beat Is
Law),” M.A.R.R.S."Pump Up The Volume", NITRO DeLUX "This Brutal
House" and "Acid Over" by Tyree Cooper.

Even though House music, by virtue of it's flowing, ethnic subtleties defies
possession in an age when pop distribution markets have flooded the world

market, it is generally agreed upon that House has its roots in a place,
and that place was a former factory called "The Warehouse" in

Chicago. The man credited by legend for its creation is none
other than DJ Frankie Knuckles. 

Knuckles sampled bites from various hits, mixed
them up, added synthesizers and infused the
hypnotic beat of the club's drum machine.
The crowds on the floor went crazy and 
danced themselves into a frenzy. His new
techniques spread to other local clubs as the

demand for the Hip-Hop sound increased into the ghettos
and finally, the world. As newer more sophisticated syn-
thesizers became available DeeJays began to chant their
own phrases and sample sounds from many 
sources to create tracks in an infinite variety.
Hitting it big, Knuckles made the move to the Big

Apple where he still thrills the crowds. "House music
is accepted worldwide now-even the snobby clubs

uptown play it. Every major artist making a dance 
single asks for a "House Mix.” The Artist FNAPrince, Madonna and Sheena
Easton all have house singles out."
The sampling that once added special effects to a track has become the

"whole" of House music. Bare booming baselines, sequencer looping and
multi-level drum tracks, the sounds of flesh beating wood and metal, the bands
creating contrast by playing off on one another have all been synthesized by
the machine imitating the master's voice. Even the singer becomes digitized,
bringing an unearthly quality unlike the disco of days gone by.

The lyrics are often no more than catch phrases from everyday life, 
vivisected by vocal-coderization and "The Song" has been replaced by 
"The Track,” that has no defined beginning, middle or end. The quality of the
groove is no longer dependent upon just creativity but also technical knowl-
edge. Regardless of what it takes, the dancers know what they like. 
As one exhausted club goer put it, "Dance music at it's most elemental has
always had a tribal feeling - pounding beats and an erotic pulse, tugging away
until a kind of communal rapture takes hold. Something had been missing in
the jungle-of-the-cities, and House music fills that throbbing void." 
There you have it; the result - mechanical mantras as soundtracks to a 

cybernetic bacchanalia, a neo-pagan insurrection against the head's 
dominance over the body. -Jeffree Benét

Massarykova
Its two in the, or three in
the morning and the birds
are already driving you
crazy, since by the time you
get home it will be 
daylight and those funky
blinders they gave you on
the airplane have lost 
their elasticity.
“Curtains?” you ask, but

not in your flat. You need something to feel like home so you trudge
across town to Massarykova Station and you find just enough Philly to
look at while you stuff your face with more Obãerstveni (fast food),
and consider the fears that kept you or your beloved from deciding to
spend a magnificent evening in each others’ arms. It’s just food, and
it’s relatively cheap. When you’re drunk, bitter and just don’t give a
fuck, have a fried cheese eating contest, (the record is three), or get
sprayed with pepper-spray by the gypsy mafia, getting no chicken 
despite the wad of cash they flash. Oh, and even if no sun comes up
they still charge more, like most late night places, at night. 

So if you’re gonna spend 50 or so crowns on a load of lard, you might
wanna take a little break from your cirrhosis minded ardour and have
a late dinner down the street at the station a few blocks away. 
You can always go back to Chapeau later...

Pivnci U MedvidkÛ - Na Per‰t˘nû 7, P1
After a day milling through a million frowns and nary a sound, slip
inside this centrally located beer hall for a few polkas, a few Budvars
and big portions of traditional Czech food. Served by a waitstaff 
reminiscent of the struggling actors and artists of your favourite 
Dying Empire™. This good pub reminds one of the closeness of 
Bavarian and bohemian cultures. I would recommend the schnitzels
and the mushroom chicken, but I’d stay away from the beer-cheese,
(it does look curious though). Bright and cheery with menus in
Deutsche and English, and of course, Czech. Also, you can create some
confusion by asking someone to translate the beermats. It’s less than
a hundred crowns and don’t feel shy about sharing a table. 
Doubru chut! And where is and what did they do with the other bear?

Vinárna U âápa (pictured)
Tired of the menu at Radost, but still in the neighbourhood? Or maybe
you just can’t go there `coz someone you might not wanna see might
be there? Then Vinárna U âápa might just be the answer for you!

Though technically a wine bar, they kindly keep their selection down to
3 whites and 2 reds, including the delightfully nice Frankovka at only
16Kã a glass, 110 a bottle. Ah, and the glasses. . . a magnificent 70’s
era design to perfectly match the decor and piped in 70’s American
love songs. Located two blocks from IP Pavalova, it’s the perfect spot
to duck out to with that beautiful new face you just met at Radost, 
(and while your date’s still downstairs). They serve the usual Czech
faire, but with freshness and finesse, priced rightly between 30 &
80Kã. Particularly good are the bramboraks, not served in the usual
greasy potato pancake format, but as fluffy, crisp and seasoned cakes,
4 for a portion. Open late too, `til 2AM, down the end of a long hall
on the side street known as Mikoucova 4/605, one and a half blocks
from the ever cool
Radost. The cross
street is Bûlehredsi. 
The phone number is
2422-1646 and the
year is 1972. 
Killing me softly with
his song, breaking
me heart with his...

What’s good for the belly,
is good for the soul!

when is a house not a home?

Vinárna U âápa



Knowing very little about the legendary Radio One
except that at times I would throw a Nerf brick at my
boombox, and in others I would be hootin’, 
hollerin’, and blastin’ my six shooter into the Zizkov 
sunset, I poised myself to enter the bowels of corporate
rock to meet the station’s proverbial hip/hop kingpin and
all round ace-boon coon DJ A to the K (Aaron Kirtz), in his
lair at the SONY headquarters. Swiveling my head to and fro,
and winking at the security camera, I ambled through the gate
that separated the idyllic suburban Devicka and the local nerve
center of global teenage cultural atom-smashing and the arbiters
of music for the masses, indeed I feared for my soul,
in ways I’d never feared for my wallet. Pickpockets
of the spirit, I whispered as I approached Aaron’s
extended palm, and I waited to be pulled up into
the mother ship, and retrofitted for the infosuper-
highway, or reprogrammed for eurodisco, or left
back on earth wanting celtic designs tattooed all
over my jittery epidermis! 
And then I calmed down and we all laughed, and 

I thought all I have to do is remain clear and 
objective. The history of Radio 1 is impressive
enough, if you’ve never heard it, here’s the version
I heard that day. It seems that the son of a Czech
diplomat figured out what to do with a radio 
transmitter his father had received as a gift, from
a French diplomat a cultural one just after the rev-
olution in ‘89. Him and his buddies took it up to
Letna park and began broadcasting anything they
could get their hands on from the very spot that
Stalin’s giant head once glowered over Pragers.
Well the authorities were not impressed, but neither
were they able to track transmitters, having little-to-
no experience in finding pirate radio operators, and it took a week to
find it. They closed it down naturally, in Aaron’s words, “Because they
had to, a government is supposed to regulate,“ but it was a little late,
for the Pandora’s box had already been opened, and after forty years
the music starved were going to get their MTV, more or less. 
The atmosphere was right, with Zappa hanging around, and the new
openness with the west, Radio One was allowed to become the first 
private radio station in the Czech Republic. With the cooperation of a
now defunct CD rental store (roughly 5000 or so titles) the station
flourished in a tiny studio near Bunkr, and forged the relatively 
alternative format it maintains today.

Ahem. “In america, people only listen to alternative music when they
are in college, and when they graduate they get stuck in that genre.“
Aaron bluntly lets on about his reasons for making the Prague scene
way back in 1991. A veteran of college radio back in the states at Ohio’s
left-leaning Oberlin University, the anarchy of Radio One’s early days
was an exciting opportunity for him to follow his passions, as well a

Deja Vu of the indiscipline that inevitably carried the
day in school. “At meetings, everyone just talks about
how they wanna do this or that, but just like college
radio, nothing gets finished but a few beers.“ 

He worries about the future of the station as 
commercial pressures weigh in, it being the heart of

alternative and independent promoter’s attempts to get air-
play here. But for now he says, “the station is making money,

as long as that continues they won’t sell it. Fortunately, other 
stations think of Radio One as the black sheep, and they like that.
The advertisers come and go, but there’s always someone, but if

the station should inevitably be sold, there probably
won’t be a way to start another.“ 

Could I be in the presence of an infiltrator, 
I wonder, scanning the assorted posters, and para-
phernalia SONY’s grey clouds rain upon its promo-
tions staffs. I think back to the idea I had at the turn
of the decade to airlift underground records and
tapes to the newly formed republics of east/central 
europe, to try to get a leg up on the kings and
queens of pop. The song ‘Money’ by Pink Floyd
rumbles across the background noise that plays in
my head even as I listen to Aaron tell me the first
record he ever bought was ‘Dark Side of the Moon’.
A to the K’s first love at the moment is hip-hop, not
the easiest music to break to an audience that 
doesn’t really understand where it’s coming from,
even if they can snap a photo of the lyrics as they
whiz by. And yet the themes of the music are 
universal (thoughtful and thoughtless), and can be
uplifting in the same sense as a Baptist spiritual,
when it hits you right, it goes straight to your heart
and your ass. Being the first revolutionary music in

some time to become popularized above ground, rap has evolved under
the scrutiny of everyone from the US Senate to Oprah Winfrey, and
the larger record companies are stressed out trying to reconcile the
hardliners with the bottom line. Between these impressions I under-
stand clearer how Aaron can work for SONY. After all who knows
Prague better, do the math.

Leaving SONY in Aaron’s car, the rain obscures my escape, and i do
anyway, he’s on his way to some meeting or another, “lots of work to
do, too much almost“, and I wonder about Prague and the people who
have found things to do here that they either would not have wanted to
deal with back home, or simply would have been in a line too long to
even get a shot there. Radio One certainly ain’t perfect, especially with
that Jesus Christ Superstar we’ve suffered through for a while now, but
it always keeps us guessing. A to the K gets bent Wednesdays at 6pm
and on Saturdays 3 til 7pm, he also DJ’s at the Roxy and Saturday nights
at Punto Azul a new hip hop joint in Smichov, get there by ten. Triple
Yos to the west side crew, and I’m audi 5ooo, G. -Keith Kirchner

K E E P
M U S I C

E V I L

Eatin’ up healthy beats, Radio 1 DJ A to the K

Faces in the Air

00 Bidlo
1. Stakka Bo/Soft Room
2. Masters at Work/MInd
Fluid
3. FFluke/Tosh
4. Love is Stronger/Sade
Remixes
5. Boot Miami/Led Zeppelin
Leg.
6. Ministry of Sound/Late
night Sessions
7.DJ Food/Peace
8. Papermusic/Issue One
9. Jamiroquai/Light Years
10. Bucketheads/Got Myself
Together 

Nigel Demon Sounds
1. James Taylor Quartet/Harlem
2. Close Enuf for Jazz/DJ Blim
3. Sex Pistols/Pretty Vacant
4. Sugar Minot/Good Thing
Goin’
5. Alex Reese
Jazzmaster/Kruder and
Dorfmeister Mix
6. Zion Train/Babylon is Burning
7. Planet/Don’t You Let Me
Down
8. Specials/Gangster
9. Chemical Brothers/Leave
Home
10. Lion Rock/Packet of
Peace(Chem Bros Remix)

DJ Loutka
1. Format 1/Solid Session
2. Chiquita/Cavity
3. Dimitri a Jaimy/Disco Train
4. Wildchild/REnegade Master
Mix
5. Robert Owens/I’ll be your
Freind
6. Ralphi Rosario/Sudando
Bailando
7. Duran Duran/Save a Prayer
8. Armand Van Helden/The Funk
Phenomena
9. Duran Duran/The Chauffer
10. Cat Decor/Passion (Original
Mix)

Prometheus cant count
1. Rockers HiFi/4th and
Broadway
2. Moloito/Pinnacle Records
3. Children of the Sirius
Bong/Planet Dog
4. Coco Steel and
Lovebomb/It
5. Future Sounds of
London/I.S.D.N.
6. Dope on Plastic vol 1/III
7.Differnz/LP
8. Freakpower/Drive-thru
Booty
9. Autecre/Tri Repartae
10. LFO/Advance
11. Dope Beats By Demands II

A to the K
1. Genius GZA/Liquid
Swords
2. Busta Rhymes/Da’
Comin’
3. Fugees/The Score
4. Cypress Hill
5. Goodie Mob’s First
Record.
6. Ed O.G. and Da
Bulldogs/Roxbury02120
7.Prong/Rude Awakening
8. Total/No One Else(remix)
9. Jazz con Bass/Above
and below the resting point
10. Nas/Ill Matic

D e e J a y  T o p  T e n



AROUND THE CORNER FROM JO’S BAR

MALÁ STRANA
NIGHT LIFE?

Malostranské nám�stí 7, Prague 1

SANDWICHES
SALADS
GRILL
DINNER

DESSERT CREPES
FULL BAR

FREE
0,3L
BEER
WITH 

HLAVNI JIDLO
(with this ad)

WEEKDAYS
1100- 2400
HOLIDAYS
1200- 2400

Všehrdova 17
Praha 1 

Mala Strana
53 29 41

Open daily 6pm - 4am
Otevfieno dennû 1800 - 0400

ÚJEZD 5
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HE WAS MY IDOL 
When I had been in the age young people start to adore someone I fell in love

with Micheal Jackson. Really. I’m older now but I was still curious about my

idol coming to Prague. Naturally I didn’t sleep in front of his hotel like the

other girls, if you know what I mean. I didn’t start screaming or pay 4000

crowns for ViP ticket, I just go to the concert and get through the door for

two hundred crowns. I thought of my dreams, and my little box of his pictures

under my bed, and I thought we could make the magical part of us alive again.

I have to say I was pretty Disappointed. I didn’t see anything, and the music

was not loud enough (I guess they wasted it all on the rest of town) so I can

hear almost nothing as well. But the worst thing was the mood of the people

around. They all tried to look like they are accidentally there. They are aggres-

sive and vile. I’ve never felt so bad on any other concert, so I’d left my concert

of “King of Poop“ before he finished his great work. I can’ judge the sound, spe-

cial tricks or Choreography of his show ‘cos I’m not professional but like a normal person I would say, I DID NOT LIKE IT!

-Radka age 16

Thur. nites Jazz Jam @ U Malého Glena
And who knows? Maybe Martin Ruziska (right) will show up at

U Malého Glena on some thursday jam session. Herbie Hancock

invited him to go to New York and he still hasn’t left yet! If you

see him, tell him to move his ass or better yet, give him a plane

ticket, Hoss.

FEOTUS/BARKMARKET at BUNKR
Good to see so many familiar faces, and so many guitars up on the
stage, knowing full well that none would break out in any wank-
ing solos tonight. Barkmarket opened the show with the same
irreverent humor, and tight little numbers that have gotten them
where they are today, wherever that is. The last time I saw them I
thought there was a little more angularity to their tunes, I guess it’s
the soundgardening of the universe (better than Alice in Chains). Mr.
Jim Thurwell (a.k.a. Foetus) fired salvo after salvo of sleek wonderful repetition on the adoring, who almost blew a gasket on
‘I am the Walrus’ until beaten into submission by a ruthless ten minute version of the circle of fourths. Thanks. Surprisingly
screamed some old numbers at us including an all time favorite ‘I’m gonna do any goddamn thing I want’, and maintained a
sense of mayhem even without all the sound effects prominent in his studio work. He’s a freak, sometimes I’m deluded into miss-
ing New York............................Naaaaaaaaa.

RANY TELA at Belmondo
The only thing I’d heard before parking myself in front of the fake flowers and aluminum foil set of the obviously popular Rany
Tela (Wounded body?), was that there was some sort of simularity with the Bad Seeds. The
five peace backing band complete with cornet and backing vocalist, laid wreaths of sensitive
and powerful melodic and shadowy sound behind the lead singer, who although donning the
requisite sequin shirt and slick backed hair, had more Howard Devoto tendencies than the old
Caveman. Ask your older brother or sister about the band Magazine, and see this band for
single note tremolo fun, and a little New Gold Dream era Simple Minds. The sparser numbers
had more power than the more straight forward pop tunes, and the lyrics were in English,
and yes they were about angels, pain, sin, the gallows, murder. The hour and a half set includ-

ed numbers from their new record ‘Polyester’, and my
favorite jams were „Rainbow’ and ‘She lives by the
Ocean’. A D smack U production, check ‘em out.

PLANET ALFA Two year party, Club Ladvi
Thursday, day one. Uhhh...

Friday, day two. Sorry about day one. This was a

weekend, one drizzly, drippy, X droppin’ weekend

of boomin’ sounds, dope fashions by Nikkita and

Jerry Yeyo on the stage Saturday night and more eye candy than these highly evolved

set of specs have peeped in quite some time. The line up was way cool, with Paul Van

Dyk, Simon Shurey, DJ Alex from Germany, DJ La De Da and Jessie Saunders from

Chicago keeping the heat on with the disks of steel, even though DJ Sasha wasn’t able

to jam a set, the beat went on none the less. Has the time come for big big, big gigs

to hit Prague? Or has it always been there and no one noticed? Who knows? All this

cat can say is that we’ll be there for sure, especially with that wonderful accidental

tripper Cheryl-Lynn!

Michelle NdegeOcello -
Love beyond passion
(Maverick)
What da hell is dat? Why do I
have to hear all dat acidjazz
shit all the time? Most of the
people will swear that it‘s 
an overcomplicated piece of 

delicate rap-crap and the rest will probably stay cool and
fanatically clap their hands in slow tempo hip-hop
rhythms played live and with fabulous bass lines, 
composed and arranged in a perfect way. Young, cool-
looking songs for a little bit more thinking audience. 
An album more for the instrumental perfectionists and
dear ole Marvin‘s lovers, than for the young gangsta
slam ravers. Check out the list of interesting guests on
various instruments featured throughout the whole
album. Peaks: 2,3,& 8. The final message.

Slut - Smell me 
(PolyGram / Scrape
Sound)
Someone who stinks, lies that
he only smells a little. Sounds
like an american band, looks
like an American band, 
behaves like the worst Czech

bastard, sings like the hospital escaping schizo who
writes the notes of his previously faster life in order to
prove that he is psychologically OK. Son of a slut! This
album is full of the best ingredients to create an extraor-
dinary juicy long-drink, containing more pure vodka
than any vitamin pro-biological fruit juice. These guys
are power, energy, engines, industry, wood, sluts, noise
and whatever else you can think of. Not bad for an
american band, excellent for angry  continentals. Check
out the newborn Hello, we are here, from Prague.

Cypress Hill - Unreleased
& revamped (Sony)
Unreleased and Revamped,
the fourth release from the
outfit my father describes as
truly deranged individuals,

wants to announce a new beginning it seems.  Or maybe
they need to get out of debt by coattailling the unbe-
lievable success of the Fugees record on the single Boom
Biddy Bye Bye, an incongruent if not funky ode to the
intransigence of life.  You’ll hear plenty o’ that one but
the real treats are the Q-tip mix of ‘Illusions’, and the
‘Intellectual Dons“.  Lose the Fugees, and return to the
hill because this stripped down offering confirms the sta-
tus of a legend, and points to some new sonic directions
in the genre where a long career usually means a follow
up album.

S w e e t  B e a t s
a n d  S o u r  N o t e s

Jazz Jam s at U M alého G lena

Tw o years of Planet A lfa

DJ A lex from  G erm any

King of Poop?



Trippin’ `round
town is a free 
listings guide
intended to inform
the community 
of all the groovy
things happenin’
here in Prague. 

If you have an event
or place you’d like to
get the word out on,
give us a call. THINK

cannot guarantee you’ll have fun, so don’t rile us!

Ramblin’ Rex and his crewe will be jammin’ the best foot 
stompin’ blues in or out of New Orleans @ the Roxy on
October 2nd. Check it, but don’ wreck it. 

There will be a fashion show benefit for the Children’s Home
Sázená on Oct. 11th @ Andy’s Rock Cafe at 7:30 pm. This is a
good cause and there’ll be a buffet and raffle. Tickets are 500
Kãs, and are available at James Joyce, Jo’s Bar, Molly Malone’s,
Chez Marcel, Scarlett O’Hara’s, Prague laundromat, & Crazy
Horse Saloon. Open yer heart some and change a life.

For some dope threads for clubbing check out Black Market at
Petrské 1, Praha 1. They also carry a large selection of 
dresses, skate gear and used Levi’s, with a new dance music
shop, Los Vinylos, in the back.

Up for the downstroke? It’s Only The Funk, a live jazz jam 
session every Thursday night from 9pm to 1:30am at the
always quaint downstairs of U Malého Glena (Karmerlistká
23, Malá Strana). Bring a date and score major coolness
points for knowin’ about this spot.

Lookin’ fer the underground party scene? Check out Ladronka
(Tram 22 or 8, or bus 174 to Vypich stop. From Andûl take
bus191 to U Ladronky stop.) Home to house parties, wild
shows and many a pleasant experience, this squat-ish spot in
the park is an all night thang, so bring supplies.

And for some dope futuristic metal jewelery
to go with your latest fetish gear, contact
Jan VáÀa, metalsmith, at Nuselska 100,
Praha 4. Or check out his stall in the mart
at next to Palmovka station.

Got internet access? Then visit the 
Prague House of Photography at
http://plaza.interport.net/byocafe.

The Demon Industrie collective is bringin’
you the merry sounds of english dope
beats, every Saturday night from 7-8 pm
on Radio One.

Beefstew is not overdone - the soulful sounds
of the city’s voices of irreverence still kicks it
every Sunday at 21.00 @ Radost, down-
stairs. Don’t forget to drink before you read!

Even tho’ they won’t let me in without paying, I still drop the
props on Lucerna Music Bar; October 21st at 21.00 is Groove
Collective an acid jazz/funk/hip-hop/dance/afro-cuban/r&b
night of schizophrenic proportions. It’s all part of AghaRTA
Prague Jazz Festival, which will be bringing a lot of goods to
yer ears thru December, including Maceo Parker on 11/15.

transglobal underground will be jammin’ with locals liquid
harmony and DJ’s nelson Dilation of da UK and OO Bidlo FX
from around da way. October 2, 20.00 / Belmondo, Props to
D Smack U Promotions.

A new promo company, Acid Juice Productions will be 
alighting our city with AcidJazzTripHopFest, Oct. 16 & 17,
with the world’s fastest rapper JC001, who’s worked with
George Clinton and Killing Joke, on the first nite, and Dadamo
on the following nite. On 10/4 DJ Funk Boutique, who 
produced the first Oasis record will be playing Jungle and
Progressive House also. Only at the Roxy, of course!

Thar’ be a new place fer threads at the Subway Club Complex,
and it’s called ·atna Cloakroom, full of delishes funky new 
& used threads. Check it out.

Technical Support and Circus Alien need a new party space!
Cibulka is just too cold...call THINK 9614-4129 with the scoop.

House, House, House, House, so promises this month at Radost
FX niteclub with a Different Way every Thursday in October.
Loutka, Tomá‰, Petter and on Halloween Crazy Schaun from
Amsterdam!

Misery Loves Company presents „blue window“ in english
October 3rd @ 19.30 and Oct. 12th @ 21.00. For 
reservations call 9614-1037.

10/5 celebrate The Big Boss Havel’s 60th B-day with the Black
Box Theatre. They’ll be having special matinees on the 5th &
6th at 1:00 at Klub Lavka, next to the Old Town end of the 
bridge, with a special panel discussion hosted by Havel’s bro,
the Dr. ivan, (on the 5th only). For info call 9614-4139 or 
777-493.

City rat Independent Fashions at the traffic heavy intersection
of Anglicky and Lecerova, (behind Muzeum), has the dopest

selection of vintage style leather jackets,
Mustang jeans, boots, leather pants and
pro-hemp postcards ever crammed into a
20 sq. ft. area. You must see it, to believe it!

Wanna get an early start on the winter sea-
son? (it is here already, right?) Then check
out White Dog skate & snowboard shop at
U Îelezné Lávky 8 in P1, the #’s 530-957
and they carry ALL the brands worth hav-
ing, and at a good price too! See zya on
the slopes before November, grommet...

ALSO HAPPENING THIS MONTH: Your
life! Make sure that you’re there having fun.
if you know of anything that should be list-
ed, give as a call @ 9614-4129.

Picking up
the Czech.
Every english speaker should
know a few handy phrases in
Czech. Here are some ones 
we think you should find 
quite handy.

ENGLISH/âZECH

What is your name?
Jak se jmenuje‰?
You are very pretty.
To a female: Jsi moc pûkná.
To a male: Jsi moc pûkn˘.
Are you married?
To a female: Jsi vdaná?
To a male: Jsi Ïenat˘?
Can I buy you a drink?
MÛÏu ti koupit nûco k pití?
Come, sit by me.
Pojì si sednout vedle mû.
You have very beautiful:
eyes/lips/legs/breasts.
Más moc pûkné: oãi/rty/nohy/prsa.
I like your friend too.
To a female: Líbí se mi  tvoje
kamarádka.
To a male: Líbí se mi  tvÛj
kamarád.
Do you wanna spend the night at 
my panelak?
Chce‰ pfiespat u mû v paneláku?
You have great lips.
Má‰ skvûlé rty.
Keep doing it.
Dûlej to dál.
Slow down.
Zpomal.
Can I see you again tommorrow?
MÛÏu tû zase zítra vidût?
I really love you.
Opravdu tû miluju.
I’ll never forget you.
Nikdy na tebe nezapomenu.

The Wall Hugger
Great for rattling yer brains and
getting rid of that greasy hair.

The Steel Bar Pillow
The arm helps but not so good if
the person in front of you stinks.

The Backward Sprawl
Possibly the most comfortable posi-
tions, but you’d better have space.

The Walkman Assist
Look like you’re awake and no one
will harass you. it 
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